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The Lincoln Highway—Part 5 

““Travel, in the younger sort, is a part of education; in the elder, a part of experience.” — 

Francis Bacon  

Day Three , Mansfield, Ohio to Joliet, Illinois – 316 Miles.  

Abandoned Westinghouse plant that 

once employed 8,000 people in 

Mansfield, Ohio 

Today we arose at 06:00 at our hotel in Mansfield, Ohio and we were greeted by rain. It began 

raining during the night and by the time we finished breakfast, checked our maps and loaded 

the car it was still raining. Ugh! I thought we were in for some rain the next few days. It would 

not be good for making photos. I would have to run out in the rain to get the shots I wanted. 

Oh, well we just had to tough it and make the best of it.  

Mansfield was first settled in 1808 and was named for Jared Mansfield, the U.S. Surveyor 

General who directed its planning. The village of Mansfield was incorporated in 1828, and in 

1857 Mansfield was chartered as a city. During the War of 1812, the first courthouse, jail, and 

church of Richland County was served in one of two blockhouses that were located on the 

public square until 1816. In 1908, the blockhouse became a symbol of Mansfield's heritage 

during its 100th birthday celebration, and in 1929, the blockhouse was relocated to its present 

location at South Park. The railroads came to the city in 1846, followed by the first road across 

America, the Lincoln Highway in 1913, smoothing the path for economic growth.  

However, like many cities in the rust belt region of the 

Midwest, Mansfield saw a large decline in its manufacturing 

and retail sectors. Beginning with the steel Recession of the 

1970s, the loss of jobs to overseas manufacturing, 

prolonged labor disputes, and deteriorating factory facilities 

all contributed to heavy industry leaving the area. 

Mansfield Tire & Rubber Company, Ohio Brass Company, 

Westinghouse, Tappan and many other manufacturing 

plants were either bought-out, relocated or closed, leaving 

only the AK Steel Plant in Mansfield and the General Motors 

Fisher Body Stamping Plant (Mansfield-Ontario Metal 

Center) in neighboring Ontario as the last two remaining 

heavy industry employers.  

http://henstridgephotography.com/FHP%20Volume%204%20Issue%207/
http://henstridgephotography.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mansfield,_Ohio
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h1e51d0b8#h1e51d0b8
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The AK Steel Mansfield Works production facility, formerly Armco Steel, was the location of a 

violent 3-year United Steelworkers Union lock-out and strike from 1999 to 2002. On June 1, 

2009, General Motors filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection and announced that its 

Ontario stamping plant (Mansfield-Ontario Metal Center) would close in June 2010. 

With the loss of the jobs, locally owned businesses in downtown Mansfield closed, as did much 

of the retail built in the 1960s along Park Avenue West (formerly known as "The Miracle Mile") 

and Lexington Avenue. New big-box retail, shopping strips and franchise restaurants have been 

built in the adjacent suburban city of Ontario, which has replaced Mansfield as the retail hub for 

Richland County and north-central Ohio. 

As we drove through Mansfield, not a pretty town, we passed the abandoned Westinghouse 

appliance factory, a plant that once employed 8,000 people in the manufacture of clothes 

dryers, electric ranges, and other home appliances. It was here that the first the first “Electro 

Robot” was made in 1937. Now the plant is being torn down and all of the jobs are gone, 

probably to China or Korea. Westinghouse fell into decline due to bad business decisions; sell 

off of division, entry into to broadcast industry, and constant labor strife and strikes. Eventually 

their main manufacturing plant in Pittsburg closed and the once thriving Mansfield plant was 

not far behind. So much for all of those union jobs.  

After we got out of Mansfield we picked up the Lincoln Highway and began rolling though Ohio 

farm country. The Ohio DOT has done a good job of marking the highway. Around 10:00 am 

the rain quit and it began to clear. This was good. Now we could enjoy the beauty of central 

Ohio and we traversed the Lincoln Highway.  

I forgot how pretty the central and western Ohio farm country is. The farms are neat and the 

fields are well manicured. The smell of freshly cut hay and grass was terrific. These farmers are 

prosperous and conservative. I can remember hearing about the reactionary, conservative 

farmers in southern Ohio when I lived in Cleveland. I did not realize then how correct these 

farmers and citizens of the small towns are. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elektro
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elektro
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westinghouse_Electric_Corporation
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h1b827d06#h1b827d06
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p463664547/h3be4f463#h3be4f463
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h38e35626#h38e35626
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h149d86c8#h149d86c8
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Portion of the wall mural in Delphos, Ohio. 

Note the “57”  Chevy. 

Lincoln Highway monument 

dedicated to A. Seiberling, 

President of the Lincoln Highway 

Association, Oct. 30, 1918, 

Bucyrus, OH 

They are patriotic as demonstrated by the American flags on their houses and the monuments 

in the town squares. The town of Delphos on the old Lincoln Highway had an impressive 

memorial to the fallen heroes of the town dating to the Civil War. There was also a terrific 

mural painted on the wall of a Firestone garage depicting the Lincoln Highway of bygone days.  

We had to make a quick stop at a Rite Aid in 

Ontario, Ohio pick up some supplies for the trip. 

We needed ice, paper towel, crackers and a few 

other items. The store was neat and clean and the 

checkout clerk was friendly and helpful. Of course 

Kathy had to tell her all the details of the trip as 

she does everyone she meets. 

We found several of the historic markers for the 

highway along with some great fall colors along 

the way. In Lima, Ohio we found an original bridge 

on the Old Lincoln Highway. It almost makes me 

want to move back to Ohio where there are 

sensible people who believe in America. You just 

have to stay away from Cleveland and Toledo.  

By the time we passed through Van Wert, Ohio the sun was 

out and the weather was clearing. One again we could enjoy 

the autumn colors. It was interesting to see how the old 

Lincoln Highway would pass through the center of these small 

towns while US 30 had been relocated to bypass them. This 

is how it was back in the 1930’s and 1940’s. Another thing 

these small towns were famous for was the speed trap. Local 

communities would set up these traps at the entrance to the 

town to slow down drivers and collect revenues.  

Around lunch time we crossed into Indiana where the Lincoln 

Highway is not marked as well as Ohio. We had lunch at a 

truck stop at the junction of Route 30 and I-69 on the 

outskirts of Fort Wayne, Indiana. We bypassed Fort Wayne as 

here was not much of the historical Lincoln Highway to see 

there and we wanted to make some time to get to our send 

destination of Joliet, Illinois and the Lone Star Steak House 

for a great steak dinner. 

 

When I went to use the restroom at the restaurant there was 

a black guy hanging about and he asked me for some money 

to buy a sandwich as his “comp” check had not come in. I 

ignored him and walked out. It’s a good thing he did not have 

a knife or some other weapon.  

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=40.84694333,-84.34004833&spn=0.001,0.001&t=k&hl=en
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h60353e4#h60353e4
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hf0daf0d#hbd4f790
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hf0daf0d#hbd4f790
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h291a6bc#h291a6bc
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h15a34cf7#h15a34cf7
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h14f42b5b#haa587c4
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h14f42b5b#h14f42b5b
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h14f42b5b#h14f42b5b
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h14f42b5b#h1d73643e
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h14f42b5b#hc4f509a
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h8a8c8b1#h8a8c8b1
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Corn fields along the Lincoln Highway near 

Van Wert, OH 

Lincoln Highway in Goshen, Indiana, a typical small 

town along the Lincoln Highway 

Traveling northwest along the Lincoln 

Highway near Cromwell, IN 

There were not many points of interest related to the Lincoln Highway in this part of Indiana so 

we jumped on the expressway and Interstate 94 for Chicago and Joliet.  

It was very depressing driving the last few miles along the Interstate passing by Gary, Indiana 

and through South Chicago to Joliet. All we saw was traffic and dilapidated buildings and homes 

in Gary. Gary, Indiana, once a great industrial city and the home to United States Steel looked 

more like a worn-torn city than the great in industrial city it once was. Like other industrial 

cities in the “Rust Belt”, Like Cleveland and Detroit, Gary has declined due to horrible 

mismanagement, flight to the suburbs, and the closing of so many of our manufacturing plants. 

Today these cities are strapped with massive welfare and social entitlement programs with a 

declining tax base. Even with massive amounts of state and federal aid these cities cannot 

return to their greatness. More and more of their manufacturing plants are either relocating to 

the friendly business environment of the south or simply moving their entire operation to China 

or India where they do not have to deal with the onerous environmental regulations and 

unions. It was much more enjoyable driving through the bucolic small towns and farm lands of 

Middle America.  

We arrived at our Super-8 motel in Joliet very 

near the Hampton Inn where we stayed the 

first night of our Route 66 road trip. This is the 

location where the Lincoln Highway crosses 

historic Route 66. The Lone Star Steak House 

where we had a great steak is the same 

restaurant we ate at the first night of our 

Route 66 trip. 

After a good steak dinner Kathy and I returned 

to the motel where we watched the World 

Series and wrote my daily blog on our trip. We 

knew he next day would be more enjoyable as 

we traversed the Lincoln Highway across 

Illinois towards the Mississippi River and Iowa.  

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h26dcdcd7#h26dcdcd7
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hbb171d1#hbb171d1
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hbb171d1#h7d72a2b
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hbb171d1#h5015961
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Detail of Wall Mural along Lincoln Highway 

in Delphos, OH 

Lincoln Highway in Delphos, OH Welcome to Van Wert Ohio, a Lincoln 

Highway Community  

Traveling northwest along the Lincoln Highway 

near Cromwell, IN 

Traveling west along the Lincoln Highway 

near Van Wert, OH 

A few additional photos traveling the Lincoln Highway in Ohio and Indiana 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hd55adb6#h182e9450
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hd55adb6#hd55adb6
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h136cd860#h136cd860
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hd55adb6#h8a0f2ad
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/hbb171d1#h7d72a2b
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For previous PDF editions of our Lincoln Highway adventure please click on the Part Number 

shown below. 

Part 1  Part 2,  Part 3,  Part 4 

The weather reports were predicting rain again and I had my fingers crossed that they might 

be wrong. Little did we know that night the dangers that awaited us for the next day.  

Stately Oak in Van Wert, OH. Click for larger image and here for 

location 

My favorite picture of the day. The photo was taken with a Nikon 

COOLPIX P6000, f/5.1 @ 6 mm, 1/270, ISO 64  

http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%203.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%204.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%205.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%206.pdf
http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/haa587c4#haa587c4
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=40.87153000,-84.56685333&spn=0.001,0.001&t=k&hl=en
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You can view a complete gallery of all the photos I took while traveling the Lincoln 

Highway by clicking here.  When you view one of the photos and it has a hyperlink 

(shown in red) under the caption you can click on it to open a Google Map showing 

the exact location where the photo was taken. When traveling, I always use a GPS 

attachment on my Nikon cameras so I can document the position of each photo. 

If you are having problems viewing this page or the graphics please 

Click Here to view it in your browser or to visit our Photographic Blog 

Click Here. To view my Galleries of Geo-referenced photos from 

around the world Click Here. To view additional galleries Click Here.  

Control (Ctrl) Click on any Photo or Link to open a full-size image in a 

new window or tab. 

You can access an archive of all past editions of the 

Aperture by clicking here. 

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here. 

Questions or comments? Email us at fhenstridge@henstridgephotography.com  or call 951-679-3530  

To view as a Web Page Click Here.  Please visit our Web Site at http://henstridgephotography.com.  
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